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Abstract—Modern and emerging data centers are presenting
unprecedented demands in terms of cost and energy consumption, far outpacing architectural advances related to economies
of scale. Consequently, blade designs exhibit significant cost and
power inefficiencies, particularly in the memory system. For example, we observe that modern blades are often overprovisioned
to accommodate peak memory demand which rarely occurs
concurrently across blades. With memory often accounting for
20% to 40% of the total system power [1], this approach is
not sustainable. Concurrently, HyperTransport in concert with
new high-bandwidth commodity interconnects can provide lowlatency sharing of memory across blades. This paper provides a
HyperTransport-enabled solution for seamless, efficient sharing
of memory across blades in a data center, leading to significant
power and cost savings.
Specifically, we propose a new global address space model
called the Dynamic Partitioned Global Address Space (DPGAS) model that extends previous concepts for Non-Uniform
Memory Access (NUMA) and partitioned global address spaces
(PGAS). The DPGAS model relies on HyperTransport’s lowlatency characteristics to enable new techniques for efficient
sharing of memory across data center blades. This paper presents
the DPGAS model, describes HyperTransport-based hardware
support for the model, and assesses this model’s power and cost
impact on memory intensive applications. Overall, we find that
cost savings can range from 4% to 26% with power reductions
ranging from 2% to 25% across a variety of fixed application
configurations using server consolidation and memory throttling.
The HyperTransport implementation enables these savings with
an additional node latency cost of 1,690 ns latency per remote
64 byte cache line access across the blade-to-blade interconnect.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Current trends in today’s multi-core processors and data
center computing have led to a fundamental shift in how memory can be used and addressed. Improvements in networking
technologies have led to a situation where physical network
latencies are dropping at a much faster rate than DRAM
access times. Additionally, the progression by AMD and Intel
to integrate network interfaces closer to main memory and
processor cache using HyperTransport (HT) and more recently
QuickPath Interconnect (QPI) have dramatically reduced the
hardware cost for remote memory accesses. Both of these
advances enable the creation of global noncoherent shared
memory systems that have previously been commercially
available and viable only in high-end supercomputers. This
paper introduces a new noncoherent shared memory model
called a Dynamic Partitioned Global Address Space (DPGAS),

describes the HyperTransport-enabled hardware implementation, and evaluates its implications for cost and power savings
in server configurations.
It is anticipated that the number of cores per chip will continue to scale with each technology generation. Coupled with
the ubiquitous use of virtualization consolidating applications
on-chip, we will see an increase in memory pressure, which
can be quantified as an increase in memory bandwidth demand
and memory footprint. However, technology projections [2]
indicate that pin bandwidth and number of I/Os are growing
slower than the number of cores on-chip, resulting in reduced
available memory bandwidth and physical memory per core.
The current solution to increasing demand for memory
footprint on a blade server is to provision memory for the
worst case. One recent study empirically measured memory footprints from non-virtualized applications across 3,000
servers under normal applications and found the average
physical memory usage to be about 1 Gigabyte of physical
memory [3]. However, this study also found that memory
requirements can vary greatly from that average amount, with
50% of the studied applications requiring between 1 GB
and 4 GB of memory at certain points during the five-week
period of data collection. Thus, provisioning server memory
for the average case can prove to be inadequate while using
worst-case memory provisioning can lead to servers that are
substantially over-provisioned.
Furthermore, high-end server DRAM is both expensive and
power hungry, especially since the cost of DRAM is a nonlinear function of density and memory size. To reduce the cost
and power associated with worst-case memory provisioning,
memory sharing across blades can be used during periods
of peak demand. However, memory sharing via traditional
means can exact significant performance penalties through the
interconnect and operating system management functions.
The advent of HyperTransport and its integration onto
multi-core die and the memory hierarchy reduces the distance
from the “wire” to the on-chip memory controller providing
low-latency access to remote memory controllers. Memoryto-memory latency is a critical performance determinant of
scalable computing systems, and HyperTransport-based solutions have the potential to provide the lowest end-to-end
transfer latency for systems composed of tens to thousands of
multi-core nodes. However, to productively harness this raw
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capability, a global system model must be defined to direct
how the system-wide memory is deployed and utilized.
This paper exploits the availability of low-latency memory
controllers that are integrated on-chip with HyperTransport to
support a global, noncoherent physical address space where
an application’s virtual address space can be dynamically
allocated physical memory located on local and remote nodes.
Address space management is tightly integrated into the HyperTransport interface to minimize the overhead for remote
memory accesses and to permit fast, dynamic changes in
address space mappings. Physical memory is dynamically
shared by spilling memory demand to neighboring blades as
necessary during peak periods. Consequently, the total amount
of memory to be provisioned can be significantly reduced,
leading to substantial cost and power savings with minimal
loss of performance (an increase in the page fault rate).
In addition to increased demand for high-performance memory, cores are becoming primitive architectural elements that
are no longer the primary determinant of performance. This
shift is due to the fact that clock frequency is bound by heat
dissipation, and effective instruction issue width is bound by
control and data dependencies. Thus, computation scaling will
come from the availability of additional cores and threadlevel and data-level parallelism. Power dissipation concerns
will accelerate the move to simpler streamlined cores, little
or no speculation, and doubling of cores across technology
generations. Memory bandwidth and interconnection bandwidth will have to track the increase in the number of cores,
and thus they will need to be effectively utilized to sustain
Moore’s Law performance growth with the scaling of cores.
Consequently, the DPGAS model is focused on the distribution
of memory controllers in the system and their interaction
with the interconnection network, which must deliver the
lowest latency and highest bandwidth. HyperTransport’s high
bandwidth and tight integration enable the construction of
a system of memory controllers with low-latency access to
remote memory.
Specifically, this paper contributes the following:
1) A physical address space model, Dynamic Partitioned
Global Address Space (DPGAS), for managing systemwide physical memory in large-scale server systems.
2) Design, implementation, and evaluation of hardware
support for the DPGAS model via a memory mapping
unit that is integrated with a HyperTransport local interface and tunnels memory requests via commodity
interconnect—in this case Ethernet.
3) An brief evaluation of DPGAS with i) traces from
memory-intensive applications and ii) an on-demand
memory spilling policy to allocate off-blade memory
when local demand exceeds available physical memory,
and iii) models for cost and power of server DRAM.
II. A DYNAMIC PARTITIONED G LOBAL A DDRESS S PACE
M ODEL
The DPGAS model is a generalization of the partitioned
global address space (PGAS) model [4] to permit a flexible,
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dynamic management of a physical address space at the hardware level—the virtual address space of a process is mapped
to physical memory that can span multiple (across blades)
memory controllers. The two main components of the DPGAS
model are the architecture model and the memory model. The
architecture model is memory-centric in the following sense:
It is focused on building a network of memory banks that can
be accessed with low performance penalties.
A. Architecture Model
Future high-end systems are anticipated to be composed
of multi-core processors that access a distributed global 64bit physical address space. Cores nominally have dedicated
L1 caches for instructions and data, but may share additional
levels of cache amongst themselves in groups of two cores,
four cores, etc. A set of cores on a chip will share one
or more memory controllers and low-latency link interfaces
integrated onto the die such as HyperTransport [5]. All of
the cores also will share access to a memory management
function that will examine a physical address and route this
request (read or write) to the correct memory controller—
either local or remote. For example, in the current-generation
Opteron systems, such a memory management function resides
in the System Request Interface (SRI), which is integrated
on-chip with the Northbridge [6]. Several such multi-core
chips can be directly connected via point-to-point links. This
is the configuration made feasible by AMD’s Opteron series
multi-core processors, leading to two-, four-, and eight-socket
configurations with low-latency access across two, four, and
eight nodes via direct HT connections.
Alternatively, the remote memory controller may not be
directly accessible over a few HT links, but rather may be
accessible through a switched network such as Infiniband [7]
or a custom interconnect such as those employed in high-end
computing configurations by Cray [8]. In this case a read or
a write operation must be encapsulated into a message and
transmitted to be serviced by the remote memory controller
that will subsequently generate a response to the local memory
controller. In this model, memory controllers receive operations from any core. Effectively, one can view the system as
a network of memory controllers.
B. Memory Model
The memory model is that of a 64-bit partitioned global
physical address space. Each partition corresponds to a contiguous physical memory region controlled by a single memory controller, where all partitions are assumed to be of the
same size. For example, in the Opteron (prior to Barcelona
core), partitions are 1 TB corresponding to the 40-bit Opteron
physical address. Thus, a system can have 224 partitions
with a physical address space of 240 bytes for each partition. Although large local partitions would be desirable for
many applications, such as databases, there are non-intuitive
tradeoffs between partition size, network diameter, and endto-end latency that may motivate smaller partitions. Further,
smaller partitions may occur due to packaging constraints. For
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example, the amount of memory attached to an FPGA or GPU
accelerator via a single memory controller is typically far less
than 1 TB. Thus, the DPGAS model incorporates a view of
the system as a network of memory controllers accessed from
cores, accelerators, and I/O devices.
Two classes of memory operations can be generated by a
local core: 1) load/store operations that are issued by cores
to their local partition and are serviced per specified coresemantics, and 2) get/put operations that correspond to onesided read/write operations on memory locations in remote
partitions [9]. The get/put operations are native to the hardware
in the same sense as load/store operations. The execution of
a get operation will trigger a read transaction on a remote
partition and the transfer of data to a location in the local
partition, while the execution of a put operation will trigger a
write of local data to a remote partition. Transactions may have
posted or non-posted semantics. The get/put operations are
typically visible to and optimized by the compiler. The address
space is noncoherent to permit scalability and simplicity.
Coherence is separated from the issues central to defining
the DPGAS model because large, scalable coherence is still
an unsolved research problem, and many systems do not
require full-scale coherence across large numbers of servers.
Additionally, coherence can be enforced between the one to
eight Opteron-based sockets on a server blade to provide local
“islands” of coherence. In this case one can view the DPGAS
model as dynamically increasing the size of physical memory
(across blades) that is associated with a coherence domain
although the specific protocols are beyond the scope of this
paper.
A sample get transaction on a memory location in a remote
partition also requires some knowledge of the underlying
network required to transmit the request to and from a remote
node. This read transaction must be forwarded over some sort
of network to the target memory controller and a read response
is transmitted back over the same network. The specific
network is not germane to the DPGAS model implementation.
However, being constrained by commodity parts, this study
utilizes Gigabit Ethernet.
The DPGAS model is very general. For example, once
the DPGAS memory model is enabled, an application’s (or
process’s) virtual address space can be allocated a physical
address space that may span multiple partitions (memory controllers), i.e., local and remote partitions. The set of physical
pages allocated to a process can be static (compile-time) or
dynamic (run-time). Multiple physical address spaces can be
overlapped to facilitate sharing and communication. This paper
is only concerned with a very specific application of DPGAS,
namely sharing of memory across blades.
On process creation at a blade or on dynamic memory
requests from existing processes, memory can be satisfied by
spilling—allocating memory from a neighboring blade with
spare capacity. We demonstrate in Section V that this simple
allocation policy can have a significant impact. The following
section addresses the feasibility of a hardware implementation.

Fig. 1.

HToE Bridge with Opteron Memory Subsystem

Fig. 2.

HT Read Request Packet Format

III. DPGAS: I MPLEMENTATION
Hardware support for DPGAS has two basic components.
The first is a memory function that distinguishes between
local and remote memory requests. The second is a memory
mapping unit that maps remote physical addresses to specific destination memory controllers. The former is available
in modern processors such as the Opteron. The latter is
contributed by this paper and is tightly integrated into the
HyperTransport interface as shown in Figure 1. The proposed
memory mapping unit or bridge performs several functions,
including 1) managing remote accesses, 2) encapsulating remote requests into an inter-blade communication fabric (the
demonstrator uses Ethernet), and 3) extending noncoherent
HT packet semantics across nodes. This section describes the
design and implementation of the bridge.
A. HyperTransport Overview
HT is a point-to-point packet switched interconnect standard [5] that defines features of message-based communication, including 1) the use of groups of virtual channels, 2)
read/write transactions with posted and non-posted semantics,
3) naming and tracking of multiple outstanding transactions
from a source, and 4) specification of ordering constraints
between messages. In addition and most relevant to our work,
the HT specification defines flush and fence commands to
manage updates to memory on a node. Our model extends
the flush command to a remote version while conforming to
normal HT ordering and deadlock avoidance protocols.
A typical command packet is shown in Figure 2, where the
fields specify options for the read transaction and preservation of ordering and deadlock freedom. Our implementation
specifically relies on the UnitID, SrcTag, SeqID, and address
fields. The UnitID specifies the source or destination device
and allows the local host bridge to direct requests/responses.
The SrcTag and SeqID are used to specify ordering constraints
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Fig. 3.

HToE Bridge Stages

between requests from a device, for example, ordering between
outstanding, distinct transactions. Finally, the address field is
used to access memory that is mapped to either main memory
or HT-connected devices. An extended HT packet can be used
that builds on this format to specify 64-bit addresses [5].
B. HyperTransport over Ethernet—Address Translation and
Ethernet Encapsulation
Our demonstrator is based on the use of Ethernet as the commodity inter-blade interconnect primarily due to ready availability of hardware implementations. Furthermore, progress
on data center Ethernet [10][11] is addressing issues of flow
control and error recovery that would enable (with some
additional effort) the preservation of HT semantics across
blades at low cost. Finally, the bridge design itself does not
rely on Ethernet and is easily replaced with other commodity
or specialized interconnects. We refer to this demonstrator
bridge as the HT-over-Ethernet (HToE) implementation. The
HToE bridge implementation uses the University of Heidelberg’s HyperTransport Verilog implementation [12], which
implements an noncoherent HT cave (endpoint) device. Figure
3 shows the stages of the HToE bridge.
The HToE implementation is based on a system with
Opteron nodes where each Opteron node has an Ethernetenabled FPGA card available in the HTX connector slot,
such as the University of Heidelberg HTX card [13]. Several
nodes are connected via an inexpensive Ethernet switch, and
it is assumed that HyperTransport messages sent to remote
addresses via the HToE bridge are routed using one of two
methods: 1) access to the northbridge address mapping tables
(via the BIOS) in order to specify the physical address space
mappings for the HToE bridge device, or 2) an intelligent
MMU that distinguishes between accesses to the local memory
and the I/O address space and HT packets that are sent for
non-local addresses through the HToE bridge.
Consider a system that has been properly initialized and
consider an application that generates a read operation to
an address that is in a remote partition. There are three
stages in each individual communication operation (e.g., a
read request command) at a given source host and attached
devices: 1) extension from the 40-bit physical address in
the Opteron to the 64-bit physical address, 2) creation of
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a HT packet that includes a 64-bit extended address, and
3) mapping the most significant 24 bits in the destination
address to a 48-bit MAC address and encapsulation into an
Ethernet frame. An efficient implementation could pipeline
the stages to minimize latency, but retaining the three stages
has the following advantages: 1) It separates the issues due
to current processor core addressing limitations from the rest
of the system, which will offer a clean, global shared address
space, thus allowing implementations with other true 64-bit
processors, and 2) it will be easy to port to other platforms
that do not encapsulate by using Ethernet frames, but use other
link layer formats such as Infiniband. Thus, some efficiency
was sacrificed for initial ease of implementation and for a
cleaner, modular design.
First, the HT packet type is decoded into a request or
response command packet in the module called Seq2Mac
in Figure 3. For request packets the two most significant
bits of the 40-bit address are decoded to select one of four
partition registers to access the 24-bit partition address—the
two most significant bits in the 40-bit address used to address
the partition register are reset in parallel with the access to the
partition register. Now three pieces of information are needed:
1) the extended 24-bit address to form an HT read request
packet with extended address, 2) the MAC address of the
destination bridge to encapsulate the extended HT packet into
Ethernet, and 3) the local MAC address, according to Ethernet
frame format to enable the response. Item 3 has been set during
initialization, and access to the source MAC address is not in
the critical path. Items 1 and 2 have a direct correspondence
among them—given a destination node ID or the remote
partition address, there is a unique MAC address associated
with both data fields. Therefore, the partition register can store
both the 24-bit partition address and the destination MAC
address together, thus reducing access time when forming
the Ethernet frame. Once the remote MAC address and the
64-bit address have been found in the partition table, the
new HT packet is constructed and encapsulated in a standard
Ethernet packet, illustrated in the figure as the Ethernet Frame
Assembly module. The encapsulated packet is then buffered
until it can be sent using the local node’s Ethernet MAC and
the physical Ethernet interface. For packets that send a set
amount of data, the control and data packets must be buffered
until all the data has been encapsulated into Ethernet frames.
The receive behavior of the bridge on the remote node will
require a “response matching” table where it will store, for
every non-posted HT request (request that requires a response),
all the information required to route the response back to
the source when it arrives. This table is required since HT
is strictly a local interconnect and response packets have no
notion of a destination 40-bit (or extended 64-bit) address.
Since the formats of HT request and response packets differ
and this implementation desires not to change local HT operation, the SrcTag field of each packet is used to match MAC
addresses from an incoming request packet with an outgoing
response packet. Note that each request packet contains the
source MAC address, and this is the address stored in the
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“response matching” table and later used as the destination
MAC address for the corresponding response. Encapsulation
and buffering occur once again until the response and data can
be transmitted over Ethernet. In the HToE bridge, this module
is listed as the Pending Request Store in Figure 3 and is shared
between incoming and outgoing packets.
It should also be noted that since HT SrcTags are 5 bits, a
maximum of 32 outstanding requests can be handled concurrently by this approach. If two request packets arrive with the
same SrcTag, then the latter packet is remapped before being
stored in the table. When the corresponding response leaves
the HToE bridge, the SrcTag is mapped back to its original
value to ensure proper HT routing on the requesting local
node. Once the response reaches the local HToE bridge that
initiated the read request, the HT packet is removed from its
Ethernet encapsulation. The UnitID is changed again to that of
the local host bridge and the bridge bit is set to send the packet
upstream. This allows the local host bridge to route responses
to the originating HT device. Other transactions, such as a
posted write or a non-posted write, involve similar sequences
of events. The differences in these transactions are that for
posted writes, no data is stored to create a response; for nonposted writes, only a “TargetDone” response is returned and
no data needs to be buffered before the response is sent over
Ethernet. Similarly, atomic Read Modify Write commands can
be treated as non-posted write commands for the purposes of
this model.
IV. DPGAS: E VALUATION OF H ARDWARE S UPPORT
While it may seem simple, memory mapping is on the
critical path for remote accesses. This section reports on the
evaluation of a hardware implementation of DPGAS support,
the bridge, and the integration into the HyperTransport interface and remote extensions to the HyperTransport protocol
required to support DPGAS.
A. Bridge Implementation
Xilinx’s ISE tool was used to synthesize, map, and place and
route the HToE Verilog design for a Virtex 4 FX140 FPGA.
Synthesis tests using Xilinx software have indicated that the
four modules that make up the bridge are individually capable
of speeds in excess of 160 MHz—combined, unoptimized
results indicate that the HT bridge is more than capable of
feeding a 1 Gbps or faster Ethernet adapter with a 125 MHz
(1 Gbps) clock speed. Evaluations for each of the request and
reply critical paths suggest that the latency overhead of the
bridge is on the order of 24 to 72 ns (for a control packet with
no data and a read request response with eight doublewords
of data, respectively). In a Xilinx Virtex 4 FX140 FPGA,
an unoptimized placement of the bridge uses approximately
1,300 to 1,500 slices, or approximately 5% to 6% of the
chip. Overheads that reduced performance included the use
of a serial Gigabit Ethernet MAC interface and the use of
only one pipeline to handle packets for each of the three
available virtual channels. These latency results are listed in
Table I along with the associated latency of the Heidelberg
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DPGAS operation
Heidelberg HT Core (input)
Heidelberg HT Core (output)
HToE Bridge Read (no data)
HToE Bridge Response (8 B data)
HToE Bridge Write (8 B data)
Total Read (64 B)
Total Write (8 B)

Latency (ns)
55
35
24
32
32
1692
944

TABLE I
L ATENCY R ESULTS FOR HT O E B RIDGE

cave device from [12]. Total read and write latencies are also
listed that incorporate latency statistics discussed in relation
to Table II. All bridge operations assume a 125 MHz clock
and discount any serialization latency normally associated with
Xilinx Ethernet MAC interfaces.
B. Bridge and Memory Subsystem Latency Performance
Penalties
While the HToE bridge proved to be low-latency, it is also
important to understand the overall latency penalty that the
memory subsystem contributes to remote memory accesses.
The latency statistics for the HToE bridge component and
related Ethernet and memory subsystem components were
obtained from statistics from other studies [6] [12] [14] and
from the above place and route timing statistics for our bridge
implementation. An overview is presented in Table II. Our
HToE implementation was based on a 1 Gbps Ethernet MAC
included with the Virtex 4 FPGA, but latency numbers were
not available for this IP core. 10 Gbps Ethernet numbers are
shown in this table to demonstrate the expected performance
with known latency numbers for newer Ethernet standards.
Interconnect
AMD Northbridge
CPU to on-chip memory
Heidelberg HT Cave Device
HToE Bridge
10 Gbps Ethernet MAC
10 Gbps Ethernet Switch

Latency (ns)
40
60
35 - 55
24 - 72
500
200

TABLE II
L ATENCY N UMBERS U SED FOR E VALUATION OF P ERFORMANCE
P ENALTIES

Using the values from Table I for using the HToE bridge to
send a request to remote memory, the performance penalty of
remote memory access can be calculated using the formula:
trem

req

= tnorthbridge + tHT oE + tM AC + ttransmit

where the remote request latency is equal to the time for
an AMD northbridge request to DRAM, the DPGAS bridge
latency (including the Heidelberg HT interface core latency),
and the Ethernet MAC encapsulation and transmission latency.
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This general form can be used to determine the latency of a
read request that receives a response:
trem

= 2*tHT oE req 2*tHT oE resp + 2*tM AC +
2*ttransmit + tnorthbridge + trem mem access

read req

These latency penalties compare favorably to other technologies, including the 10 Gbps cut-through latency for a
switch, which is currently 200 ns [15]; the fastest MPI latency,
which is 1.2 µs [16]; and disk latency, which is on the order
of 6 to 13 ms for hard drives such as those in one of the
server configurations used below for the evaluation of DPGAS
memory sharing [17]. Additionally, this unoptimized version
of the HToE bridge is fast enough to feed a 1 Gbps Ethernet
MAC without any delay due to encapsulating packets. Likely
improvements for a 10 Gbps-comptable version of the HToE
bridge would include multiple pipelines to allow processing
of packets from different virtual channels and the buffering of
packets destined for the same destination in order to reduce
the overhead of sending just one HT packet in each Ethernet
packet in the current version.
While we assert that the penalties for using DPGAS are low
enough to make them attractive for saving memory cost and
power, a more detailed study would be required to investigate
overall effects on system power due to the fact that an increase
in page faults can lead to slower overall execution, costing
more static power from other system components. However,
there are also other factors that need to be taken into account
in this analysis: 1) Page faults are often overlapped with useful
computation, so as long as DPGAS does not prohibitively
restrict performance, its power and cost savings will not be
mitigated by overall system power. 2) One of the basic tenants
of using DPGAS for load-balancing type operations is that
applications are time-varying, and while some applications
may perform slightly worse in the short-term, overall power
and cost savings are likely to be higher.
V. DPGAS: E VALUATION OF M EMORY S HARING
In the absence of a full hardware testbed, we employ a tracedriven analysis of the potential savings offered by a DPGAS
implementation. Virtual address traces were acquired using
an instrumented SIMICS model [18] and fed through a page
table simulator to determine the number of page faults as a
function of physical memory footprints ranging from 32 MB to
1 GB. Five benchmarks were selected: Spec CPU 2006’s MCF,
MILC, and LBM [19]; the HPCS SSCA graph benchmark
[20]; and the DIS Transitive Closure benchmark [21]. These
benchmarks had maximum memory footprints ranging from
275 MB to 1600 MB. A 2.1 billion address trace (with 100
million addresses to warm the page table) was sampled from
memory intensive program regions of each benchmark. These
traces were used in conjunction with application and system
models to assess potential power and cost savings.
1) Memory Allocation: Memory allocation is simulated
using a simple spill/receive model coupled with random application generation. A random application is picked from the
five applications defined above and is added to a server object.

Model
HP DL785 G5
HP DL165 G5
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CPU Cores
8 quad-core 2.4 GHz Opterons
2 quad-core 2.1 GHz Opterons

Max. Memory
512 GB
64 GB

Base Cost/Power
˜$42,000/1110 W
˜$2,000/197 W

TABLE III
HP P ROLIANT S ERVER C ONFIGURATIONS

Applications are added randomly to servers until a certain
failure threshold is reached, i.e., additional applications cannot
be added due to lack of free memory on the servers.
In normal allocation, if the server does not have enough
free memory, then the allocation would automatically fail.
However, in DPGAS allocation, spilling is used to allocate
part of a application’s memory on a remote neighbor. If one of
the nearest remote neighbors cannot allocate enough remote
memory to a application, then the allocation fails. The two
allocation methods can be compared by running a simulation
using normal allocation then using DPGAS with either a)
less memory on some of the servers (lower cost/power) or
b) a constant amount of memory and more applications in the
system (more throughput).
2) Server Models: Two HP Proliant server configurations
were selected for analysis, representing high-end and lowend performance points. Both configurations are expected to
execute at least 2 instances of VMs per core where a VM
instance is modeled as a benchmark application trace. These
server configurations are detailed in Table III. All associated
system and memory costs and power statistics were derived
from [22] and [23].
A. Cost and Power Evaluation
Results from three experiments are shown here, based
on results from a memory allocation simulation of random
application allocation using both normal and DPGAS memory
allocation. Each set of random allocations was performed with
normal allocation, and then the same application was allocated
using DPGAS. Results for all experiments were averaged over
50 iterations.
1) Fixed Workload and Scale Out: Our first allocation
scenario investigated allocating a fixed number of applications
onto our high- and low-end server configurations. We based the
application numbers on results from Intel’s study of candidate
applications for virtualization [3], and extrapolated to a data
center with 250 servers (which translates to 2,000 or 500
processor sockets for our server configurations) that could
support either 19,500 applications using high-end servers or
4,700 applications using low-end servers. Additionally, we
investigated the effects of scale out, which is a typical data
center method for increasing application capacity. Our experiment started with a scaled-out data center configuration
(250 servers) and then consolidated our static number of
applications onto 225 servers and 200 servers.
Normal memory allocation started out with enough memory
to comfortably support the maximum memory footprint for
every application allocated, while DPGAS allocation took
into account the amount of unallocated free memory and
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that has a reasonable amount of fragmented memory that can
be utilized.
HP Proliant DL165 G5 Scale Out - Power vs Number Blades
Normal Allocation
DPGAS Allocation
DPGAS Savings

14000

Power (W)

12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0
250

Fig. 6.

225
Number Physical Blades

200

Scale Out Power for Proliant DL165 G5

HP Proliant DL785 G5 Scale Out - Power vs Number Blades
Normal Allocation
DPGAS Allocation
DPGAS Savings

35000
30000
Power (W)

decreased the provisioned amount of memory on half of
the servers by that amount. This reduction in memory is
analogous to designing a data center with half of the servers
overprovisioned (receivers in our model) and half of the
servers minimally provisioned (spill memory to other nodes).
We propose that this non-uniform memory provisioning makes
sense in terms of designing data centers, especially since
designers already add memory and processors as application
memory requirements increase. Using DPGAS helps to reduce
initial overprovisioning by allowing for some overprovisioned
servers combined with lower cost and power servers, with
minimal performance effects due to lack of memory.
The total cost savings for the low- and high-end server
configurations are shown in Figures 4 and 5 with savings
between normal and DPGAS allocation graphed as the third
column of each group. As we see in the base (250-server) case,
DPGAS has the potential to save 22% to 26% in memory cost,
which translates into a $60,000 savings for the low-end servers
and $200,000 for the high-end servers. However, it is also
important to notice that savings with DPGAS allocation drop
as applications are consolidated onto fewer servers. This is
likely due to the fact that there is less free memory unallocated
when using normal allocation, and fewer nodes have memory
left to act as receiving nodes for remote spilled allocations.
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Similarly, the power savings using DPGAS allocation (Figures 6 and 7) is substantial in the base case, with a savings
of 3,625 (25%) and 5,875 (22%) watts of input power for
the low-end and high-end server configurations, respectively.
When server consolidation onto 200 servers is used, this power
savings drops substantially to 800 and 500 watts for the same
configurations. Both the cost and power results indicate that
DPGAS memory allocation is best suited for an environment

2) Memory Throttling: In addition to scaling out data centers, many system designers may also increase the capacity of
each server, leading to a scaling up of memory capacity. While
this addition of memory can be useful, we also investigate
the power, cost, and performance implications of memory
throttling—that is, reducing the allocation for each application
below its desired level, resulting in additional cost and power
savings at the expense of performance, i.e., page faults.
Two additional allocations were tested with fixed applications to compare with our initial fixed application allocation
on 250 servers: 1) Each server had 50% of the desired memory
and each application was given 50% of its maximum memory
footprint, and 2) each server had 25% as much memory, and
each application received 25% of its max footprint. The results
for cost and power in the high-end server are shown in Figures
8 and 9. The effects of memory throttling are dramatic, and
even when less memory is allocated to a server, DPGAS can
be used to improve memory cost and power efficiency. For
instance, reducing memory from 64 GB to 32 GB in each
server reduces memory cost by $478,000 and memory power
by 17,750 watts (from a base cost of $897,000 and base power
of 35,500 watts). The usage of DPGAS allocation with 50%
memory throttling with the high-end server configuration can
reduce the total memory cost by $570,000 and total memory
power by 21,125 watts.
Additional statistics for the low-end server configuration
are shown in Table IV. These experimental results concur
with the high-end server configuration, except that power and
cost savings are smaller due to less memory fragmentation
and less memory overall for remote sharing. Overall, DPGAS
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enables a 10% to 22% reduction in memory cost and a 16%
to 25% reduction in memory power when compared to normal
allocation for both the low- and high-end servers.
When using memory throttling, performance must also be
taken into account. The results from our trace-driven analysis
of the benchmark applications provide data on page fault rates
that directly correspond to the amount of memory a benchmark
is given. These results are used to generate Figures 10 and 11
that demonstrate the effects of memory throttling on random
allocations of each of our benchmark applications. In general,
the usage of memory throttling leads to an order-of magnitude
increase in the number of page faults for all applications, but
some applications with small memory footprints or random
access patterns (poor spatial reuse) are affected much more
by using memory throttling with normal allocation. However,
some initial results from [24] indicate that DPGAS can also be
used to improve the performance of applications with throttled
memory footprints. If all servers are provisioned with an
equal amount of throttled memory (i.e., no cost and power
savings), we can use DPGAS to give unallocated memory
to applications that would benefit the most from additional
memory. By trading some of the power and cost savings, we
can reduce the number of page faults system-wide while still
garnering the benefits of memory throttling.

Fig. 11.
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3) Fixed Memory Analysis: In addition to using DPGAS for
exploiting the potential for memory cost and power savings,
we also investigate the effects of using DPGAS for allocation
of a random number of applications on servers with a fixed
amount of memory. We tested allocating applications until
250 servers had no available memory for new applications
using both normal and DPGAS memory allocation algorithms.
Table V shows the results of this experiment. In both the lowand high-end cases, we note that DPGAS allocation of an
application failed one to two orders of magnitude fewer times,
due to the use of spill/receive DPGAS memory allocation that
allows the use of remote memory sharing. Additionally, fixed
memory experiments showed that DPGAS can support a small
number of additional applications over standard allocation
(results not shown in table), typically on the order of 30 to 40
more than normal allocation.
Server Config
Proliant 785
Proliant 785
Proliant 165
Proliant 165

Alloc. Method
Normal
DPGAS
Normal
DPGAS

Workloads Allocated
24,875
24,875
6,163
6,163

Alloc. Failures
133
3
33
2

TABLE V
F IXED M EMORY W ORKLOADS

VI. R ELATED I SSUES
Allocation
Normal ($)
DPGAS ($)
Normal (W)
DPGAS (W)

No Throttling
$230,750
$171,000
14,250
10,625

50% Throttling
$111,250
$93,000
7,000
5,875

25% Throttling
$51,500
$46,250
3,500
2,625

TABLE IV
HP P ROLIANT 165 G5 C OST AND P OWER WITH M EMORY T HROTTLING

The discussion of DPGAS thus far has focused more on
HyperTransport-level details required to create an efficient
global address space, but there are many outstanding software
and operating systems research issues that we expect to investigate with this model in future work. Here, we discuss two such
issues and possible solutions: the difficulty of implementing a
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scalable hardware-based consistency solution and kernel-level
support for DPGAS memory allocation.
A. Improved Scalability and Memory Consistency
The DPGAS model focuses on a noncoherent address space
implementation in order to ensure high scalability for applications that have limited consistency requirements. However,
we would also like to provide support for simple consistency
models that can assist application programmers in ensuring
program correctness.
Strict memory consistency, such as that which is offered
by sequential consistency models, is difficult to support in a
scalable manner, especially when using encapsulated point-topoint technologies like HyperTransport. HyperTransport does
not require strict ordering of packets on HT links, and the
ordering requirements for virtual channels mean that request
and response packets can possibly arrive out of order at
remote destinations. Additionally, an Ethernet implementation
complicates consistency support due to its current lack of flow
control and ordered delivery.
While the use of new data center Ethernet standards or
other interconnects such as Infiniband can be used to correct
ordering problems over the encapsulation network, extensions
to the initial bridge implementation may be required to help
order HyperTransport packets and to push them to their remote
destination. Anticipating future needs for building these models, we have incorporated support for standard HyperTransport
atomic operations and a modified HyperTransport operation
called remote flush in our bridge implementation. Remote flush
works by receiving a standard HyperTransport posted request
with a special address bit combination on the outgoing path of
the bridge and then generating a HyperTransport flush request
to send to a remote node. Once the remote flush packet is deencapsulated on the remote node, it proceeds to push posted
requests with the same SrcTag upstream.
In addition to this hardware support, we also advocate
that relaxed consistency models be investigated for use with
HT-based DPGAS, rather than solely focusing on sequential
consistency. This design choice along with limited support for
coherence will allow for DPGAS clusters to be much more
scalable.
B. Operating System Support and Memory Allocation with
DPGAS
In addition to memory consistency support, there are many
research issues associated with both memory allocation and
operating system support. Our initial assumption is that the
memory function in DPGAS will use messages to communicate infrequent memory allocation requests and configuration
changes to the address translation portion of the HToE bridge.
However, there is much room for improvement in terms of
using application profiles and memory footprint statistics to
make better choices about memory allocation.
For instance, applications running in paravirtualized VMMs
like Xen typically trap to the hypervisor when page faults
occur. Although the mechanism for trapping page faults and
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swapping pages differs from standard Linux, profiling mechanisms could be inserted into Xen to track the frequency of
virtual pages being swapped in and out. This profile could then
be used to devise a memory allocation algorithm that maps
frequently swapped virtual addresses to local physical pages
and infrequently used addresses to remote pages. Additionally,
gradual page migration could be used to move virtual address
mappings back to local memory as application patterns change,
taking full advantage of the time-varying nature of enterprise
applications. This profiling mechanism can be combined with
kernel-level memory functions, such as that implemented in
[25] to provide a simple but effective way of using DPGAS
at the operating systems level.
Memory allocation is another issue that is being actively researched in relation to DPGAS. In addition to the spill/receive
model discussed earlier, timed memory leases could be used
to fairly share memory between many different requesting
nodes. We envision a large number of different memory
allocation algorithms could be used with DPGAS with each
one focused on optimizing a different metric, such as cost,
power, performance, or even failure recovery (via techniques
like replication).
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Other researchers have also been focused on the growing
power and cost implications of large clusters and server farms.
Feng, et al [26] discussed the efficiencies associated with large
servers and proposed a power-efficient supercomputer called
Green Destiny. Other strategies have included dynamic voltage
scaling for power-aware computing [27] with a focus on CPU
power. Raganathy, et al [28] have also suggested that powermanagement should take place at the server enclosure levels
so that individual systems are not overprovisioned. This study
also focused mainly on high-level CPU power management,
not memory power.
However, Lefurgy’s 2003 study [1] cited important reasoning behind why DRAM cost and power should be considered
as a major component in improving overall server efficiencies.
Several other researchers have also begun focusing on memory
power management at the architecture level, including [29],
which proposes using adaptive power-based scheduling in the
memory controller, and [30], which uses power “shifting”
driven by a global power manager to reduce power of the
overall system based on runtime applications.
At the operating system level, [31] proposed a power-aware
paging method that utilizes fast MRAM to provide power
and performance benefits. Tolentino [32] also suggested a
software-driven mechanism to limit application working sets
at the operating system level and reduce the need for DRAM
overprovisioning.
An evaluation of power and cost trends similar to the ones in
this paper was conducted in [33], concluding that separate PCI
Express-based memory blades could be used to reduce overall
memory usage and memory cost and power. [34] investigated
real-world statistics for some of the large “warehouse-sized”
server farms that Google runs. However, no current studies
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have focused on the potential for cost and power savings based
on low-latency integrated networks.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
With increasing server power and cost outpacing related
performance gains, a focus on making data centers and clusters
as efficient as possible is vital from a business perspective.
We present a new address space model, a Dynamic Partitioned
Global Address Space, that defines a dynamic hardware-based
address translation scheme for efficiently utilizing remote
memory with low-latency interconnects such as HyperTransport. An implementation of this model has been demonstrated
by encapsulating HyperTransport packets in Gigabit Ethernet
via our HT over Ethernet bridge, and initial synthesis results
indicate that remote read and write operations are low-latency
and comparable to the fast message-passing implementations.
Additionally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of DPGAS
to save system cost and power by allowing for the use of fewer
memory DIMMs. DPGAS using a spill/receive allocation can
be combined with other memory-saving techniques such as
server consolidation or memory throttling to produce additional benefits over a normal memory allocation scheme, and
DPGAS allocation also has potential to improve allocation for
a fixed memory scenario. Finally, we discuss future research
issues for operating system-level memory allocation schemes
and our bridge’s hardware support for building basic memory
consistency models. In addition to building better software
support for DPGAS, we would also like to investigate hardware implementations of the HT over Ethernet bridge using
Infiniband and the University of Heidelberg’s Extoll network
layer and optical link-based HTX cards.
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